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Day 1: 10 December 2019
08:30 – 09:00 Registration
09:00 – 10:00 Session 1: Expert Group Meeting Opening

• Statement by the Director, UNECA
• Statement by RES4Africa
• Statement by MoWIE, Ethiopia
• EGM objectives and overview 

Moderator: Mr Robert Lisinge, chief En-
ergy, Infrastructure & Services Section, 
Private Sector Development & Finance 
Division, ECA 

Group photo & Coffee Break
10:30 – 12:00 Session 2: Discussion on countries’ electricity sector regula-

tory issues and assessment methodology
Moderator: Robert Lisinge 

1. Angola electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Mr. Pierre Kiala, Ministry of Energy and 
Water

2. Ethiopian electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Dr. Frehiwot Woldehanna, Ministry of 
Water, Irrigation and Electricity

3. Ghana electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Mrs. Gifty Tettey, Director, Ministry of 
power

4. Kenya electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Mr. Peter Thobora, Director of Renew-
able Energy, Ministry of Energy

5. South Africa electricity supply sector and regulatory 
issues

Ms Noma Qase, Director: Renewable 
Energy Department of Mineral Resourc-
es and Energy

6. Uganda electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Mr. John Tumuhimbise, Assistant 
Commissioner, Ministry of Energy and 
Mineral Development

7. Zambia electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Mr. Allan Chivunda, Department of 
Energy

8. Rwanda electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Ms. Antoinette Habinshuti, Head of Reg-
ulation and Strategic Planning, Energy 
Utility Corporation

9. Morocco electricity supply sector and regulatory issues Mr. Jalili Silimani, International Coop-
eration Analyst,  Moroccan Agency for 
Sustainable Energy

12:00 – 13:00 Presentation of the Regulatory Review Methodology: Di-
mensions and Indicators

Mr. Yohannes Hailu, ECA

Lunch Break
14:00 – 15:30 Session 3: Presentation of the Survey Questionnaire  Moderator: Mr Monga Mehlwana, ECA 

Presentation of the survey questionnaire RES4Africa/Consultants
Discussion on application

Coffee Break
16:00 – 17:00 Discussion on country support to the initiative, implementa-

tion process, coordination and outcomes  
Moderator: Mr Yohannes Hailu

Closure & way forward – Roadmap
Day 2: 12 December 2019

14:00 – 16:30 Working Session with country consultants on methodology 
and contracting process

Closure and joining the closing session of the 1st Committee Meeting

PROGRAMME AGENDA

Regulatory Review of the Electricity Sector of Africa: Towards Crowding-in 
Private Sector Investment

10-12 December 2019 
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Introduction
Recognition that energy plays a key role in facilitating so-

cioeconomic development, and that its insufficient pro-

vision impedes development, has brought energy at the 

forefront of national, regional and global priorities. National 

sector development strategies in most of Africa reflect the 

need to expand energy access rapidly, facilitated through 

endorsement of the SDG goal #7. African Member States 

pursued the energy access agenda, devoted largely public 

finance for energy infrastructure and capacity expansion, 

and instituted measures to strengthen the energy sector. 

The results of some of these early measures are clear. Be-

tween 2000 and 2014, electricity access in Sub-Saharan 

African increased from 26.5% to 37.5%.1 And between 

2014-2016, data revealed the peaking of access deficit in 

Sub-Saharan Africa in 2015, and for the first time in 2016 it 

began to fall by 28.5 million people in 2016.2 Furthermore, 

off-grid applications, such as solar energy, is surging in Af-

rica with about 60 million people, or about 10% of users.3 

Despite these appreciable progress, structural challenges 

remain within the electricity market of Africa. Over 595 mil-

lion people in Africa today lack access to electricity. The lat-

est global SDG7 tracking warns that progress made so far is 

not on track to achieving the universal access goal by 2030, 

and that nearly 90% of the population without access by 

2030 are projected to reside in Africa, driven partly by rapid 

population growth. 

The Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy report 

(2016) indicated that Africa has one of the least developed 

policy environments to support the energy sector, such 

as in the areas of grid densification and expansion, and 

enabling environment for solar systems. The 2018 report 

concludes some improvements as 50 countries around 

the world had developed significant policy frameworks to 

speed-up uptake of renewable energy. 

1  ESMAP, the World Bank, 2017. “The State of Electricity Access Report 2017.” 
2 The World Bank, 2018. “Tracking SDG7: The Energy Progress Report 2018.”
3  Ibid.
4  Amadou S. and A. Copley, 2017. “Closing the Financing Gap for African Energy Infrastructure: Trends, Challenges and Opportunities.” Africa Growth Initiative, the Brookings 
Institution. 

Another key challenge remains financing for energy devel-

opment. The 47th World Economic Forum in January 2017 

underscores that the energy gap in Africa remains large 

to permanently escape the poverty trap. The then Depu-

ty President of South Africa, H.E. Cyril M. Ramaphosa em-

phasized that “in the past, we have relied on governments 

to power countries; we now need to bring in the private 

sector to help empower our economies and people.” The 

Forum recognized that closing the energy gap in Africa will 

result to 30% higher growth by 2040. Therefore, financing 

is a major obstacle to speed-up progress on energy infra-

structure development, with implications to long-term 

growth prospects itself. 

The latest global SDG7 progress tracking calls further im-

petus in addressing the policy and regulatory environment 

as they remain key challenges, and addressing the deterio-

rating fiscal position of national utilities as a progress risk. 

Assessments are also emerging on closing the financing 

gap in Africa suggesting that four factors require attention: 

(1) addressing feasibility (bankability); (2) country risks; 

(3) profitability (viability); and (4) the legal/regulatory en-

vironment.4 The observation on the need for regulatory 

environment improvement is consistent with the recom-

mendations of the latest SDG7 global tracking recommen-

dation which notes the need for an enabling environment 

for the private sector to flourish to attract the $28 billion/

year investment required through 2030 in Africa, or 1.7% of 

global energy investments. The African Development Bank 

puts the estimate for Africa at $90 billion/year. 

Today, key regulatory impediments to effective private 

sector engagement in Africa include: electricity market 

structuring and public monopoly along the value chain; 

non-competitive and cost-reflective tariff setting; inad-

equate grid infrastructure; lack of, or limited, regulatory 

independence, and in some cases absence of a regulator; 

contract enforcement/rule of law; updated sector policies, 

strategies and action plans; energy planning institutions 
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and capacity; regulatory institution and capacity; real or 

perceived risk and experience with closing private sector 

deals; development of the off-grid policy, regulation and 

market; pipeline of bankable project development; credit 

worthiness of utilities and off-takers; limited off-taker busi-

ness models; signatory status to the New York Convention 

and other international agreements; experience with PPPs; 

and others. 

It is with this backdrop that ECA and RES4Africa, and other 

institutions, are viewing a look at the regulatory environ-

ment in the energy sector of Africa as crucial with a view to 

enhancing the effective engagement of the private sector 

to accelerate progress. It is noteworthy that leading energy 

access deficit countries in Africa, such as Nigeria, Ethiopia, 

D.R. Congo, Tanzania, Kenya, Sudan, Mozambique, Mada-

gascar, Angola, Niger, Malawi, Burkina Faso and Chad, re-

spectively are countries where significant considerations 

are needed in expanding the policy and regulatory space 

for private sector participation. 

Particularly, in the current fiscal environments in Africa 

where sustaining large-scale public investment in infra-

structure development has become a challenge, diversi-

fying the investment pool and crowding-in private sector 

sole, or partnership, engagement has become vital. While 

there are numerous dimensions relevant for this policy 

pursuit, the main challenge of the regulatory, and there-

fore enabling, environment is worth addressing. 

A well-developed methodology is required to systemat-

ically and measurably inform on the areas that require 

regulatory improvements, and the kind of instruments to 

utilize to achieve such progress. While there are numerous 

methodologies in use today on regulatory issues, including 

governance and effectiveness indexes, a methodology on 

regulatory reforms with a goal of facilitating private sector 

investment is not sufficiently developed with well-suited 

policy and regulatory reform applications.

It is with the above goal that an expert group meeting was 

called in September 2019 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia by ECA, 

in partnership with RES4Africa to discuss the draft regula-

tory review methodology and receive expert inputs. Fol-

lowing the meeting, and the substantive inputs received, 

the methodology is further refined and finalized.

The broader aim of the expert group meeting called for De-

cember 10, 2019 is to unveil the methodology to energy sector 

representatives of select member States and invited experts, 

review the survey design to implement the methodology in 

priority initial eight countries and chart the way forward to-

wards undertaking review in participating eight countries.

Objectives of the meeting
• Unveil the regulatory review methodology and review 

the proposed design of survey to implement the meth-

odology;

• Discuss the implementation plan in member States and 

seek support from participating representatives;

• Identify the contribution of participating intuitions to the 

successful implementation of the initiative;

• Discuss the general way forward, and receive inputs.

Expected Outcomes
• Proposed electricity regulatory assessment methodology 

unveiled, and accompanying detailed survey design val-

idated. 

• Implementation plan reviewed and vetted.

• Contribution of participating institutions, and beyond, 

are sought.

• Inputs and insights on the way forward received.

Participants
The meeting attracts participation from UNECA and RES4Af-

rica, AUC, representatives from selected member States and 

invited country experts. 

Venue
The meeting will take place on December 10, 2019 in Addis 

Ababa, Ethiopia on the sideline of the Economic Commission 

for Africa Committee on Private Sector Development, Region-

al Integration, Trade, Infrastructure, Industry and Technology 

first session in Addis Ababa from 11-12 December 2019. The 

venue will be in the UNECA Conference Center, within the 

compound of UNECA in Kasanchis, Addis Ababa. 

CONCEPT NOTE
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1. Rationale of the proposed 
methodology 

The methodology proposed aims to investigate the ef-
fectiveness of electricity sector policy and regulatory 
frameworks in their ability to attract private investments. 
The methodological approach takes on the investor’s 
perspective and investigates fundamental policy and 
regulatory elements which characterize an enabling 
framework for the scale-up of investments in new elec-
tricity infrastructures.

It is not the aim of the project to take a stance on pri-
vate sector participation, but rather to provide a useful 
guide of the KPIs that private investors consider when 
making an investment decision and support interested 
countries in highlighting key areas of reforms needed to 
improve electricity policies, laws and regulations for pri-
vate sector crowding-in. 

If implemented, the methodology allows reaching three 
fundamental outputs for a better understanding of what 
is needed to improve policies, laws and regulations for 
private sector crowding-in: 

• It gives a comprehensive and detailed overview of 
the current effectiveness of policy and regulatory el-
ements identified for each of the assessed countries;

• It allows to benchmark countries’ effectiveness of 
policy and regulatory frameworks;

• It enables to highlight best practices and to share ex-
periences and lessons learned among countries. 

We acknowledge that adoption and implementation of 
policies, laws and regulation entail a high level of com-
plexity and country-specific variables may impact their 
effectiveness. Thus, the study is not intended to provide 
a numerical ranking between countries but to serve as a 
structured tool for assessing existing gaps and spotlight 
potential solutions. 

The next section gives an in-depth description about 
the proposed methodological approach. 

2. Methodology description 

According to relevant literature, regulatory evaluation 
exercises have to investigate how well regulation man-
ages to reach its purpose of improving a determined 
factor. “Regulation seeks to make such improvement 
by changing individual or organizational behavior in 
ways that generate positive impacts in terms of solving 
societal and economic problems” (OECD, 2012). Thus, 
three main steps define how a well-designed regulatory 
framework should function: 

• Regulation has to be implemented; which leads to 
change in

• Behavior of individuals targeted or affected by regu-
lation; helping them to reach

• Outcomes, such as amelioration or changes in con-
ditions. 

The regulatory evaluation methodology proposed 
serves the purpose of answering to the first two aspects 
mentioned here below: 

• How much relevance and impact does each regulato-
ry element related to electricity infrastructure invest-
ments have in changing or improving investors’ will-
ingness to invest?  

• How effective are regulations implemented in a target 
country in changing or improving the behavior of in-
ternational investors towards the target country? 

To provide the most complete overview of all policies, 
laws and regulations related to electricity infrastructures 
investments, the methodology defines three dimen-
sions: 

1. Openness – power sector structure and gover-
nance: assesses the required legislation and regu-
latory texts that ensure private sector participation 
into the electricity sector and a good planning of 
electricity infrastructures development required to 
provide long-term visibility to investors; regulations 
should concern governmental strategic targets, ad-
equate sector governance and market structures to 
build a level-playing field for investors; 

2. Attractiveness – sector economics: assesses the 
required legislation and regulations that ensure the 

METHODOLOGY
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economic viability of electricity infrastructures as 
well as a fair competition among stakeholders; 

3. Readiness – sector maturity: assesses the required 
technical regulations to ensure a correct implemen-
tation and an efficient integration and management 
of electricity infrastructures in the national power 
systems. 

Each of the Dimensions will be broken down into three 
further levels, as detailed below: 

• 1st Level:  Topics have been identified to cover the 
main policy and regulatory areas within each dimen-
sion; 

• 2nd Level: Indicators have been defined to cover 
specific policy and regulatory aspects within the 
Topic and overarch several detailed KPIs;

• 3rd Level: KPIs have been formulated to investigate 
all the attributes of effective policy and regulatory 
provisions in the form of a specific question to be an-
swered by the country expert.

This approach allows to build an assessment matrix 
based on YES/NO questions that investigate all funda-
mental attributes (where applicable) of policies and reg-
ulations:

• Clarity (i.e. unambiguity)

• Predictability (i.e. regularly updated in known time-
frames)

• Transparency (i.e. availability to public)

• Accountability (i.e. enforcing entity)

The analysis covers the entire electricity sector value 
chain and is based on a tailored assessment methodolo-
gy for each of the following segments: 

• Generation

• Transmission

• Distribution

• Off-Grids

For ease of use, a single questionnaire will be issued 
and distributed to country experts to collect answers 
from each of the country in scope. The answers will be 
attributed to their relevant segment  in the data analy-
sis stage of the project as indicated by the assessment 
matrices. Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the four ma-
trices for each of the segments covered by the method-
ological approach. 

This approach enables to provide a clear overview of 
policies, laws and regulations governing the electricity 
sector without losing detailed and intricate aspects spe-
cific to the different segments of the value chain.

METHODOLOGY
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Figure 1 : Regulatory assessment matrix breakdown

1. GENERATION

Generation - Openness

Energy Policy § Generation expansion targets § RE targets

Dimensions

Climate Policy

Generation Investment Plan

Energy Act / Law

Energy Regulator

§ Climate change policy § GHG reduction targets

§ Generation Investment Plan

§ Energy Act / Law § Clarity of roles

§ Clarity of roles
§ Independence

§ Publicly available decisions
§ Dispute resolution

Topics Indicators KPIs

Structure § Presence of IPPs
§ Unbundling

§ Wholesale / Retail market 
competitiveness

Energy Strategy

Market Entry § Private investments possible
§ Asset ownership

§ Generation license process / 
requirements

Power Sector 
Framework

Concession

Divesture / Privatization

Merchant

Power Sector 
Governance

Private Sector 
Participation Models

PPP procurement policy

Unsolicited proposals

Solicited proposals
Competitive tendering 

process

§ Laws and public department § PPP models for generation

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system

§ Public schedule
§ Differentiation by technology

§ Early / Late stage model

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system

Spot market
Single buyer / Dedicated off-

taker
Private PPA

Self-consumption

§ Regional / Domestic spot market § Access / Harmonization

§ Presence of single buyer

§ Capacity limits
§ Wheeling

§ Net-metering

§ Approval of regulator
§ Wheeling

§ Surplus and integrating energy

Procurement process

Generation off-taking 
options

Openness

Generation Expansion Plan § Power Sector Master Plan § RES assessment
System Planning

§ PSP through generation portfolio concession

§ PSP through share ownership in generation company

§ PSP through merchant generation investment model

§ Standardization & terms § Indexation & currencyPublic PPA structure

Retail Tariff Structure

Feed-in regimes

RES specific auction

§ Cost-reflectiveness
§ Tariff revision mechanism 

§ Methodology

§ FiT, FiP, CfD § Indexation & currency

§ Public schedule
§ Tech. differentiation

§ Indexation & currency

Capacity Payment § Capacity payment / market

Green Certificates § Green Certificates mechanism § Technology differentiation

RES Quota

Carbon Price

§ Renewable Portfolio Standard § Renewable Purchase Obligation

§ Carbon market § Carbon tax

Subsidies § Results-based financing § Direct finance

Tax Relief / Credit § VAT relief § Import Duties relief

Contracts Regulation

Economic Regulation

Incentives

Indirect Incentives

Attractiveness 

Government guarantees

Multilateral guarantees

§ Revenue escrow agreement for generation investorsRevenue escrow agreement

§ Government guarantees for generation companies

Concessional lending

Credit enhancement

Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

§ Multilateral guarantees for generation companies (e.g. DFI)

§ Concessional lending for generation companies (e.g. DFI)
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Right of Land

Water Rights

Construction Permits

Environmental Approval

Authorizations and 
Permits § Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

§ Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

§ Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

§ Land access for private investors
§ Clear and public rules

§ One-stop shop

Network Development Plan § Network expansion plans § Rreviewing procedureSystem Planning

System Operation
Grid connection (generators)

Dispatch

Ancillary Services

Curtailment

§ Connection rules for generators § Procedures to obtain authorization

§ Economic merit order
§ Market settlement rules

§ RES priority dispatch
§ Imbalance risk

§ Compensation  /  limitations for 
curtailment

§ Reactive power
§ Black start capability

§ Spinning reserves

System Quality and Security 
Standards criteria

Grid connection and operation 
agreement (generators)

§ Connection rules & costs § Contractual frameworkGrid Access

System Quality and 
Security Standards

Readiness

Access to dataAccess to data § Socio-economic & energy data
§ Balance sheets of public utility

§ Generation and demand data

Generation - Readiness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

§ Security standards for planning & operating of transmission network

System Operation § System operation rules § Rules for dispatch of ancillary 
services

Grid Code

2. TRANSMISSION

Energy Policy § Grid connections targets § Electricity access targets

Climate Policy

Generation Expansion Plan

Energy Act / Law

Energy Regulator

§ Climate change law § GHG reduction targets

§ Power Sector Master Plan

§ Energy Act / Law § Clarity of roles

§ Clarity of roles
§ Independence

§ Publicly available decisions
§ Dispute resolution

Structure § Presence of IPPs
§ Unbundling

§ Wholesale / Retail market 
competitiveness

Energy Strategy

Market Entry § Private investments possible § Transmission license process / 
requirements

Power Sector 
Framework

Concession

Divesture / Privatization

Merchant

Power Sector 
Governance

PPP procurement policy

Unsolicited proposals

Solicited proposals
Competitive tendering 

process

§ Laws and public department § PPP models for transmission

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system

§ Public schedule § Early / Late stage model

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system
Procurement process

Openness

Network Development Plan § Network expansion plans § Review procedure

Transmission Investment Plan § Transmission investment plan

IPTs

System Planning

Private Sector 
Participation Models

Transmission - Openness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

§ PSP through whole of grid concession model

§ PSP through share ownership in transmission company

§ PSP through merchant line investment model

§ PSP through Independent Power Transmission model
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§ Standardization & terms § Indexation & currency of paymentsTransmission Service 
Agreement

Network Tariff Definition

Government guarantees

Multilateral guarantees

§ Tender bid / regulated tariff

Revenue escrow agreement

Concessional lending

Credit enhancement

Contracts Regulation

Network Tariff Structure § Tariff revision mechanism 
§ Methodology

§ Cost-based (RAB)
Economic RegulationAttractiveness 

Transmission - Attractiveness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

§ Revenue escrow agreement for private transmission investors

§ Government guarantees for transmission companies

§ Multilateral guarantees for transmission companies (e.g. DFI)

§ Concessional lending for transmission companies (e.g. DFI)

System Operation

Grid connection (generators)

Grid connection 
(final customer / DSO)

§ Connection rules for generators § Procedures to obtain authorization

§ Connection rules for final customers / DSO

System Quality and Security 
Standards criteria

§ System operation rules § Rules for dispatch of ancillary 
services

Grid connection and operation 
agreement (generators)

§ Connection rules & costs § Contractual framework

Right of Way (ROW)

Construction Permits

Environmental Approval

§ Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

System Quality and 
Security Standards

Grid Code

§ Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

§ ROW for private investors
§ Clear and public rules

§ One-stop shop

Grid connection and operation 
agreement 

(final customer / DSO)

Grid Access

Authorizations and 
Permits

§ Connection rules & costs § Contractual framework

Access to dataAccess to data

Readiness

§ Socio-economic & energy data
§ Balance sheets of public utility

§ Transmission grid operation & 
quality data

Transmission - Readiness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

§ Security standards for planning & operating of transmission network
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3. DISTRIBUTION

Energy Policy § Grid connections targets § Electricity access targets

Climate Policy

Electrification Investment 
Plan

Energy Act / Law

Energy Regulator

§ Climate change law § GHG reduction targets

§ Network expansion plans § Review procedure

§ Energy Act / Law § Clarity of roles

§ Clarity of roles
§ Independence

§ Publicly available decisions
§ Dispute resolution

Structure § Presence of IPPs
§ Unbundling

§ Wholesale / Retail market 
competitiveness

Energy Strategy

Market Entry § Private investments possible § Distribution license process / 
requirements

Power Sector 
Framework

Concession

Divesture / Privatization

Power Sector 
Governance

Private Sector 
Participation Models

PPP procurement policy

Unsolicited proposals

Solicited proposals
Competitive tendering 

process

§ Laws and public department § PPP models for distribution

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system

§ Public schedule § Early / Late stage model

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system
Procurement process

Openness

Network Development Plan

§ National electrification plan § Review procedureNational Electrification PlanSystem Planning

Distribution - Openness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

§ Investment plan for electrification solutions

§ PSP through whole of grid concession model

§ PSP through share ownership in distribution company

§ Standardization & terms § Indexation & currency of paymentsDistribution Service 
Agreement

Network Tariff Definition

Government guarantees

Multilateral guarantees

§ Tender bid / regulated tariff

§ Revenue escrow agreement for private distribution investorsRevenue escrow agreement

§ Government guarantees for distribution companies

Concessional lending

Credit enhancement

Contracts Regulation

Network Tariff Structure § Tariff revision mechanism 
§ Methodology

§ Cost-based (RAB)

Economic RegulationAttractiveness 

Distribution - Attractiveness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

§ Multilateral guarantees for distribution companies (e.g. DFI)

§ Concessional lending for distribution companies (e.g. DFI)
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System Operation

Grid connection (generators)

Grid connection 
(final customer / DSO)

§ Connection rules for generators § Procedures to obtain authorization

§ Connection rules for final customers / DSO

System Quality and Security 
Standards criteria

§ System operation rules § Rules for dispatch of ancillary 
services

Grid connection and 
operation agreement 

(generators)

§ Connection rules & costs

Right of Way (ROW)

Construction Permits

Environmental Approval

§ Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

System Quality and 
Security Standards

Grid Code

§ Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

§ ROW for private investors
§ Clear and public rules

§ One-stop shop

Grid connection and 
operation agreement 
(final customer / DSO)

Grid Access § Connection rules & costs

Right of Land § Land access for private investors
§ Clear and public rules

§ One-stop shop

Access to data
§ Socio-economic & energy data
§ Public balance sheets of public 

utility

§ Distribution grid operation & 
quality data

Access to data

Readiness

Distribution - Readiness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

Authorizations and 
Permits

§ Security standards for planning & operating of transmission network

4. OFF-GRID

National Electrification Policy § Electricity access targets

Electrification Investment 
Plan

Structure § Presence of IPPs
§ Unbundling

§ Wholesale / Retail market 
competitiveness

Market Entry § Private investments possible § Off-grid license process / 
requirements

Power Sector 
Framework

EPC model

Merchant

Unsolicited proposals

Solicited proposals
Competitive tendering 

process

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system

§ Public schedule § Early / Late stage model

§ Rules and procedures § Official valuation system

National Electrification Plan
System Planning

Concession

Dedicated Electrification 
Agency

§ Responsibilities § Coordination with regulator

Power Sector 
Governance

Energy Act / Law

Energy Regulator

§ Energy Act / Law § Clarity of roles

§ Clarity of roles
§ Independence

§ Publicly available decisions
§ Dispute resolution

Openness

PPP procurement policy § Laws and public department § PPP models off-grid (e.g. split 
asset model)

Procurement process

Off-grid - Openness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

Energy Strategy

Private Sector 
Participation Models

§ Investment plan for electrification solutions

§ PSP through off-grid electrification concession

§ PSP through off-grid EPC

§ PSP through B2C arrangement for off-grid

§ National electrification plan § Review procedure
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§ Standard retail contracts for off-
grid

§ Rules on metering & billingRetail Contracts

Government guarantees

Multilateral guarantees

§ Revenue escrow agreement for private generation investorsRevenue escrow agreement

§ Government guarantees for off-grid operators

§ Multilateral guarantees for off-grid operators (e.g. DFI)

Concessional lending § Concessional lending for off-grid operators (e.g. DFI)

Credit enhancement

Contracts Regulation

Retail Tariff Structure § Off-grid tariff calculation § Tariff revision mechanismEconomic Regulation

Tax relief / creditIndirect Incentives

Attractiveness 

§ VAT relief § Import Duties relief

Off-grid - Attractiveness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

Access to data § Socio-economic & energy data

Readiness

Construction Permits § Clear and public rules § One-stop shop

Access to data

Authorizations and 
Permits Right of Land § Land access for private investors

§ Clear and public rules
§ One-stop shop

Off-grid service standard § Quality of service standards § Service level reporting

Quality of product standard § Off-grid product quality standards § Certification 

Technical standards § Mini-grid standards
§ Main-grid compatibility standards

§ Safety standards

System Quality and 
Security Standards

Grid arrival regulation § Regulation for off-grid system 
integration

§ Compensation mechanisms
§ Decommissioning

Off-grid system 
integration

Off-grid - Readiness
Dimensions Topics Indicators KPIs

The methodology has the benefit of providing clear and 
unambiguous answers that reflect the attributes of each 
element assessed. The YES/NO answering system elimi-
nates ambiguity in interpretation of questions and has 
the quality to increase simplicity and cross-compatibility 
between countries. 

In order to reflect the variable relevance of KPIs under a 
certain Indicator or the variable impact that an Indicator 
may have on its Topic, Indicators and KPIs are catego-
rized following a relevance scale system: from the most 
impactful element to the lowest. Such qualitative cate-
gorization serves the purpose of weighting the different 
components to reflect their impact in affecting, positive-
ly or negatively, investors’ willingness to invest.

The qualitative categorization is then combined with 
the quantitative result obtained by summing the posi-
tive answers to the detailed questions (KPIs level) along 
the whole matrix. 

The Figure 2 below presents the categorization logic for 
both Indicators and KPIs categories. 

Figure 2: Scoring methodology

Two normalizations are performed in order to obtain a 
clear and comparable measure:
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• at the Indicator level each KPI score is normalized to 
a 1-4 range in order to ensure the independence of 
the indicator score from its number of KPIs

• at the Topic level a similar process is performed to 
ensure the independence from the number of Indi-
cators 

This approach ensures that the relevance of the three 
dimensions remains equal (i.e. Openness, Attractiveness 

and Readiness are all equally important for a successful 
involvement of private sector).

The final output is the construction of “Effectiveness in-
dexes” at Topic and Indicator levels, as showed in Figure 
3.

Figure 3: Effectiveness indexes construction

Energy
strategy

Market
framework and

governance

Investment
policy

Production-
based

supporting
schemes

Investment-
based

supporting
schemes

Cost
reflective
electricity

prices

Network
development

regulation

Routes
to

market

System
operations
regulation

Grid
connection
regulation

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 5

Topic 4

Topic 6

Topic 7

Topic 8

Topic 9

Topic 10

 

3. Data collection methodology

For each country in scope the regulatory assessment 
matrix is filled with data provided by local experts. The 
data is collected through a common questionnaire com-
posed by multiple questions that is targeting each of the 
KPIs identified for the different indicators (e.g. is it an en-
ergy policy in place? Is it publicly available?). 

The experts are asked to provide the following informa-
tion in the questionnaire:

• Answer: the answer for the specific question at 
(YES/NO) level;

• Sources: the relevant document/source supporting 
the answer;

• Explanations & Comments: further explanations 
regarding the choice to provide the answer, as well 
as further comments from local expert elaborating 
on the relevant policy document, law, or regulation.

4. Geographycal coverage

Geographical coverage of the analysis will be defined on 
the basis of relevance and UNECA priorities. A prelimi-
nary list is provided below: 

• Tunisia • Ethiopia

• Morocco • Ghana

• Egypt • South Africa

• Senegal • Kenya

• Angola • Cote d’Ivoire

• Mozambique • Cameroon

• Zambia • Zimbabwe

• Rwanda • Uganda

ILLUSTRATIVE
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5. Deliverables

The aim of the study is to prepare written reports illus-
trating the results of the analysis, drawing conclusions 
and providing policy recommendations as well as a call 
for action for the institutional stakeholders. In particular 
two types of deliverables will be prepared:

• Global report: The report will provide a cross-coun-
try analysis and, relying on a comparative approach, 
will focus on providing policy recommendations for 
African and regional institutions. 

• Country reports: For each country analyzed, a spe-
cific and individually targeted report will be pre-
pared, providing a more detailed analysis of the 
local situation and simultaneously identifying main 
regulatory gaps as well as specific recommendations 
calling for action.

METHODOLOGY
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1. Introduction to the 
questionnaire 

The methodology proposed aims to investigate the 
effectiveness of policies, the legal and the regulatory 
frameworks in their ability to attract private investors’ 
interest in electricity infrastructures and services across 
Africa.  

The methodological approach takes the investor’s per-
spective and defines fundamental policy, legal and reg-
ulatory elements which characterize an enabling envi-
ronment for private sector participation in electricity 
infrastructures and services. 

The project aims to support countries in highlighting 
key areas of reforms needed to improve electricity poli-
cies, laws and regulations for private sector crowding-in. 
The final output of the project will: 

• Give a comprehensive and detailed overview of the 
current effectiveness of policy, legal and regulatory 
elements identified for each of the assessed country;

• Allow to benchmark countries’ effectiveness of poli-
cy, legal and regulatory frameworks;

• Highlight best practices to share experiences and 
lessons learned among countries. 

The developed survey is based on a detailed question-
naire able to encompass as many as 18 policy, legal and 
regulatory key areas. There are three levels of depth to 
the analysis in the questionnaire: 

• 1st Level:  Topics have been identified to cover the 
main policy, legal and regulatory areas and are high-
lighted in bold;

• 2nd Level: Indicators have been defined to cover 
single policy, legal and regulatory aspects within ev-
ery single topic and overarch several detailed KPIs;

• 3rd Level: KPIs have been formulated to investigate 
all the attributes of effective policy, legal and regula-
tory provisions in the form of a specific question to 
be answered by the country expert.

Separate analyses for the following 4 sub-sectors will be 
carried out:

• Electricity Generation

• Electricity Transmission

• Electricity Distribution

• Off-Grid Electricity Solutions

The Topics, Indicators and KPIs may be unique to one 
sub-sector or occasionally be represented throughout 
all sub-sectors depending on their relevance.

Below an example:

Generation Transmission Distribution Off-Grid
Topic Contracts regulation    

Indicator Public PPA structure 

KPI - Is public PPA standardised? 

Indicator Transmission Service Agree-
ment (TSA) 

KPI - Is a standard TSA available? 

Indicator Distribution Service Agree-
ment (DSA) 

KPI

- Does it provide performance 
evaluation based on the 
network availability? (no if on 
the energy transmitted)



Indicator Retail contracts 

KPI
- Are standard retailing con-
tracts available for off-grid 
operators?



QUESTIONNAIRE
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For ease of use, the questionnaire has been created 
as a single list of unique questions that will be at-
tributed to its relevant sub-sector or sub-sectors in 
the data analysis stage of the project.

2. Instructions for compilation 
of the questionnaire

Each of the African countries in the scope of the study 
will be analysed by one or several specific country ex-
perts that will compile the questionnaire below.

The experts are asked to provide the following informa-
tion in the questionnaire:

• Answer: the answer for the specific question at 
(YES/NO) level

• Sources: the relevant document/source supporting 
the answer

• Explanations & Comments: further explanations 
regarding the choice to provide the answer, as well 
as further comments from local expert elaborating 
on the relevant policy document, law, or regulation

The questionnaire is to be compiled in an objective and 
fair manner by the designated country expert. 

Provided answers have to be based on official and reli-
able sources at all times.

3. Questionnaire

Energy Strategy
Energy policy Y/N Comments

- Does an energy policy exist?
- Is it publicly available?
- Does it include generation capacity expansion targets?
- Does a formal procedure for energy policy review exist?
- Does it include RES targets?
- Does it explicitly include RES-E targets?
- Does it include targets on new grid connected customers?
- Does it include targets on increase of electricity access?
- Are targets in some forms legally binding?
- Does a formal procedure of targets’ monitoring exist?

Climate policy Y/N Comments
- Does a climate change policy exist?
- Does it include GHG reduction targets?
- Are targets in some forms legally binding?
- Does a formal procedure for climate policy review exist?
- Is it publicly available?

National Electrification policy Y/N Comments
- Does a national (rural) electrification policy exist?
- Is it publicly available?
- Does it include off-grid targets? (total capacity, number of systems, connections, 
people served)
- Do targets specify the technology to be used (grid extension/mini-grids/other off-
grid systems)? 

QUESTIONNAIRE
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- Does a formal procedure for national electrification policy review exist?
- Are targets in some forms legally binding?
- Does a formal procedure of targets’ monitoring exist?

System planning
Generation Expansion Plan Y/N Comments

- Does a power sector masterplan exist?
- Is it publicly available?
- Does a formal procedure for reviewing generation expansion plan exist?
- Is it technology specific?
- Does it include a RES assessment / potential mapping?

Network Development Plan Y/N Comments
- Does a network development plan exist?
- Is it publicly available?
- Does a formal procedure for reviewing network expansion plan exist?
- Is the development plan defined at national level? (no if it is at local level)
- Does the country carry out a regular assessment of network expansion needs?
- Does the country carry out a regular assessment of flexibility grid needs?
- Does a regulation/methodology to evaluate DSO investment exist (e.g. CBA analy-
sis)?
- Does a regulation/methodology to evaluate TSO investment exist (e.g. CBA analy-
sis)?

National Electrification Plan Y/N Comments
- Does a national electrification plan exist?
- Does a formal procedure for reviewing electrification plan exist?
- Does it specifically consider off-grid targets?
- Is the electrification plan part of a comprehensive system development plan (in-
cluding generation, transmission, distribution and off-grid development)?
- Is it publicly available?
- Is the electrification plan based on geospatial analysis technology?

Generation Investment Plan Y/N Comments
- Does an Investment plan for generation exist?
- Is it publicly available?

Electrification Investment Plan Y/N Comments
- Does an Investment plan for electrification solutions exist?
- Is it publicly available?

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Transmission Investment Plan Y/N Comments
- Does a Transmission Investment Plan exist?
- Is it publicly available?

Power sector governance
Energy Act/Law Y/N Comments

- Does an energy Act/Law exist?
- Is it publicly available?
- Does it include clarity about institutional roles and responsibilities along the value 
chain?

Energy regulator Y/N Comments
- Does a regulatory authority exist?
- Is there a clear definition of responsibilities of regulator?
- Are regulatory decisions publicly available?
- Is the regulatory authority sufficiently independent from political authorities and 
market players to take decisions? (autonomous mode of appointment of commis-
sioners and/or board members)
- Is the regulatory authority sufficiently independent from a financial perspective? 
(regulatory funding established by law)
- Is the regulator able to enforce its decisions (regulator decisions legally binding)?
- Does a mechanism for power sector operators dispute resolution exist?

Dedicated Electrification Agency Y/N Comments
- Does a dedicated Electrification Agency exist?
- Is there a clear definition of its responsibilities?
- Is coordination between its powers and the one of the regulator defined? 

Power sector framework
Structure Y/N Comments

- Is generation sector open to competition (e.g. IPPs presence allowed?
- Is transmission service unbundled from other services?
- Is distribution service unbundled from other services (retail)?
- Is transmission assets management separated from system operation service 
provider?
- Is Wholesale market open to competition?
- Is Retail market open to competition?

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Market Entry Y/N Comments
- Are private parties allowed to invest in or operate generation assets?
- Is generation assets ownership allowed?
- Are generators required to obtain a license to operate?
- Is it possible for private parties to obtain generation licenses?
- Are requirements to obtain the generation license publicly available?
- Is the process for generation license application and issuing publicly available 
(competent authorities, documentation requirements, timeline)?
- Are private parties allowed to invest in or operate transmission assets?
- Are transmission companies required to obtain a license to operate?
- Is it possible for private parties to obtain transmission licenses?
- Are requirements to obtain the transmission license publicly available?
- Is the process for transmission license application and issuing public available 
(competent authorities, documentation requirements, timeline)?
- Are there rules to impose penalties or removal of transmission licenses in case of 
non-compliance?
- Are private parties allowed to invest in or operate distribution assets?
- Are distribution companies required to obtain a license to operate?
- Is it possible for private parties to obtain distribution licenses?
- Are requirements to obtain the distribution license publicly available?
- Is the process for distribution license application and issuing public available (com-
petent authorities, documentation requirements, timeline)?
- Are there rules to impose penalties or removal of distribution licenses in case of 
non-compliance?
- Are off-grid companies required to obtain a license to operate?
- Are requirements to obtain the off-grid license publicly available?
- Is the process for mini-grids/solar home systems operation licensing application 
publicly available  (competent authorities, documentation requirements, timeline)?
- Does it consider any capacity thresholds or simplified procedures?
- Does it provide temporary exclusivity above an area?
- Are mini grids required to register with the appropriate legal entity?

Private Sector Participation models
Concession Y/N Comments

- Is PSP in transmission allowed through a whole of grid concession model?
- Is PSP in distribution allowed through a whole of grid concession model?
- Is PSP in generation allowed through generation portfolio concession?
- Is PSP in off-grid systems allowed through an off-grid electrification concession 
model?

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Divestiture/Privatization Y/N Comments
- Is PSP in transmission allowed through share ownership in the transmission com-
pany?
- Is PSP in distribution allowed through share ownership in the distribution compa-
ny?
- Is PSP in generation allowed through share ownership in the generation company?

Merchant lines Y/N Comments
- Is PSP in transmission allowed through transmission merchant line investments 
model?
- Is PSP in generation allowed through merchant generation investments model?
- Is PSP in off-grid systems allowed through merchant investments (B2C arrange-
ments to build a mini-grid) model?

IPTs Y/N Comments
- Is PSP in transmission allowed through Independent Power Transmission conces-
sions model possible?

EPC model Y/N Comments
- Is PSP in off-grid systems allowed through a EPC model? (i.e. tender from public 
utility for construction of new mini grid than managed by the public utility)

Procurement process
PPP (Public-Private Partnership) procurement policy Y/N Comments

- Do laws governing PPPs exist?
- Does a public department for PPPs exist?
- Are there clear processes and institutional responsibilities for selecting PPPs?
- Are defined PPP models available for generation (e.g. BOO,BOOT,BTO)?
- Is EPC+finance model available for generation?
- Are defined PPP models available for transmission (e.g. BOO,BOOT,BTO)?
- Is EPC+finance model available for transmission?
- Are defined PPP models available for distribution (e.g. BOO,BOOT,BTO)?
- Is EPC+finance model available for distribution?
- Are defined PPP models available for off-grid (e.g. BOO,BOOT,BTO)?
- Is a PPP split assets investment approach for off-grids possible?
- Is EPC+finance model available for off-grid?

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Unsolicited proposals Y/N Comments
- Are unsolicited proposals for power sector infrastructure investments possible?
- Are there rules and procedures for the treatment of unsolicited proposals?
- Is there an official valuation system for unsolicited proposals in place?

Solicited proposals Y/N Comments
- Are solicited proposals issued for power sector infrastructure investments?
- Is competitive tendering the unique procurement model used for solicited propos-
als?
- Are there rules and procedures for competitive tendering processing?
- Is there an official valuation system for competitive tendering processes?

Competitive tendering process Y/N Comments
- Do competitive tenders for generation investments exist?
- Are government-owned companies excluded from tenders for generation invest-
ments?
- Does a public schedule of tenders for generation investment exist?
- Are tenders for generation investments differentiated by technology?
- Are tenders for generation investments organized under an early stage model?
- Are tenders for generation investments organized under a late stage model?
- Do competitive tenders for transmission investments exist?
- Are government-owned companies excluded from tenders for transmission invest-
ments?
- Does a public schedule of tenders for transmission investment exist?
- Are tenders for transmission investments organized under an early stage model?
- Are tenders for transmission investments organized under a late stage model?
- Do competitive tenders for distribution investments exist?
- Are government-owned companies excluded from tenders for distribution invest-
ments?
- Does a public schedule of tenders for distribution investment exist?
- Are tenders for distribution investments organized under an early stage model?
- Are tenders for distribution investments organized under a late stage model?
- Do competitive tenders for off-grid investments exist?
- Are government-owned companies excluded from tenders for off-grid invest-
ments?
- Does a public schedule of tenders for off-grid investments exist?
- Are tenders for off-grid investments organized under an early stage model?
- Are tenders for off-grid investments organized under a late stage model?

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Generation off-taking options
Spot market Y/N Comments

- Does a regional or domestic spot market exist?
- Are the rules governing the spot market harmonized within the region?
- Are there rules and procedures for accessing the spot market?
- Are those publicly available?

Single buyer / Dedicated off-taker Y/N Comments
- Does a single buyer/dedicate off-taker exist?

Private PPA Y/N Comments
- Do private PPAs exist?
- Are private PPAs subject to regulator approval?
- Are producers authorized to wheel the energy through the grid from production 
site to consumption site? 
- Under a physical PPA is the selling of energy surplus or procuring for integrating 
energy authorized? 

Self-consumption Y/N Comments
- Does it exist?
- Absence of limits on capacity for self-production? 
- Are producers authorized to wheel the energy through the grid from production 
site to consumption site? 
- Are self-consumers allowed to withdraw energy from the grid?
- Are rules and regulations regarding net metering in place?

Contracts regulation
Public PPA structure Y/N Comments

- Is public PPA standardised?
- Does public PPA include a capacity component?
- Does it specify validity and terms (project timeline, milestones, expected end 
date)?
- Does it specify KPIs (commissioning and availability)?
- Does it specify frequency of payments?
- Is the contract indexed to inflation?
- Is the contract expressed in EUR / USD or indexed on foreign currency?  
- Does it specify response to changes outside the contract (how the rights and obli-
gations of the parties will change in response to changes outside the contract)?
- Does it specify dispute resolution process?
- Does it specify termination provisions (Transfer obligations, Clauses of early termi-
nation)?

QUESTIONNAIRE
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Transmission Service Agreement (TSA) Y/N Comments
- Is a standard TSA available?
- Does it provide performance evaluations based on the network availability? (no if 
on the energy transmitted)
- Does it specify Validity and Terms (project timeline, milestones, expected end 
date)?
- Does it specify KPIs (commissioning and availability)?
- Does it specify frequency of payments?
- Are payments indexed to inflation?
- Are payments expressed in EUR / USD or indexed on foreign currency?  
- Does it specify response to changes outside the contract (how the rights and obli-
gations of the parties will change in response to changes outside the contract)?
- Does it specify dispute resolution process?
- Does it specify termination provisions (transfer obligations, clauses of early termi-
nation)?

Distribution Service Agreement (DSA) Y/N Comments
- Is a standard DSA available?
- Does it provide performance evaluations based on the network availability? (no if 
on the energy transmitted)
- Does it specify validity and terms (project timeline, milestones, expected end 
date)?
- Does it specify KPIs (commissioning and availability)?
- Does it specify frequency of payments?
- Are payments indexed to inflation?
- Are payments expressed in EUR / USD or indexed on foreign currency?  
- Does it specify response to changes outside the contract (how the rights and obli-
gations of the parties will change in response to changes outside the contract)?
- Does it specify dispute resolution process?
- Does it specify termination provisions (transfer obligations, clauses of early termi-
nation)?

Retail contracts Y/N Comments
- Are standard retailing contracts available for off-grid operators?
- Are rules about metering and billing defined?

Economic regulation
Retail Tariff structure Y/N Comments

- Is a clear methodology for the retail tariff structure definition in place?
- Is it publicly available?
- Are tariffs split among GTD components?
- Is the tariff cost reflective?
- Is there a periodical tariff revision mechanism in place?

QUESTIONNAIRE
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- Are off-grid tariffs deregulated (Are off-grid operators free to establish their own 
tariffs)?
- Is there a standard tariff calculation tool for off-grid systems?
- Are off-grid tariffs regulated under a bid tariff approach?
- Are off-grid tariffs regulated under a national uniform tariff approach?

Network Tariff definition Y/N Comments
- Is the network tariff set by tender bid?
- Is the network tariff regulated?

Network Tariff structure Y/N Comments
- Is a clear methodology for the network tariff structure definition in place?
- Is it publicly available?
- Is the tariff-regulation cost-based (RAB)?
- Is a periodical tariff revision mechanism in place?

Incentives
Feed-in regimes Y/N Comments

- Do FiT, FiP, CfD, incentives exist?
- Are these differentiated by technologies?  
- Are these capped in some terms (capacity or budget)?
- Is the tariff value defined considering the cost of technology?
- Are contracts indexed to inflation?
- Are contracts expressed in EUR / USD or indexed on foreign currency?  

RES specific auction Y/N Comments
- Do RES specific auctions exist?
- Does any public schedule auction exist and is publicly available?
- Are these differentiated by technologies?  
- Are contracts indexed to inflation?
- Are contracts expressed in EUR / USD or indexed on foreign currency?  

Capacity Payment Y/N Comments
- Does a capacity payment exist?
- Does a capacity market exist?

Green certificates Y/N Comments
- Does a green certificates mechanism exist?
- Are they differentiated by technologies?  

QUESTIONNAIRE
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RES quota Y/N Comments
- Does a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) exist?
- Do Renewable Purchase Obligations (RPO) exist?

Indirect incentives
Carbon price Y/N Comments

- Does a carbon market exist?
- Is carbon market information publicly accessible?
- Does a carbon tax exist?

Subsidies Y/N Comments
- Is results-based financing available?
- Does direct finance exist?
- Is there a financial authority overseeing those subsidies?

Tax Relief/Credit Y/N Comments
- Does a VAT relief for generators exist?
- Does an import duty relief for generation assets (and off-grid components) exist?

Credit enhancement
Revenue escrow agreement Y/N Comments

- Are escrow agreements for private generation investors available?
- Are escrow agreements for private transmission investors available?
- Are escrow agreements for private distribution investors available?

Government guarantees Y/N Comments
- Are government guarantees available for generation companies?
- Are government guarantees available for transmission companies?
- Are government guarantees available for distribution companies?
- Are government guarantees available for off-grid operators?

Multilateral guarantees Y/N Comments
- Are multilateral guarantees available for generation companies (e.g. DFI)?
- Are multilateral guarantees available for transmission companies (e.g. DFI)?
- Are multilateral guarantees available for distribution companies (e.g. DFI)?
- Are multilateral guarantees available for off-grid operators (e.g. DFI)?

Concessional lending Y/N Comments
- Is concessional lending available for generation companies (e.g. DFI)?
- Is concessional lending available for transmission companies (e.g. DFI)?
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- Is concessional lending available for distribution companies (e.g. DFI)?
- Is concessional lending available for off-grid operators (e.g. DFI)?
- Is concessional lending policy not limited to government-owned companies?
- Is there a financial authority overseeing lending?

Authorisations and Permits
Right of Way (ROW) Y/N Comments

- Do rules for ROW acquisition exist?
- Is ROW acquisition by private investors possible?
- Are rules at national level? (no if these are at local level)
- Is there a clear and publicly available procedure to get the authorisation/license?
- One stop shop with other authorizations?

Construction permits Y/N Comments
- Do rules for construction permit exist?
- Rules are at national level? (no if these are at local level)
- Is there a clear and publicly available procedure to get the permit?
- Do clear rules for certificates of competences exist?
- One stop shop with other authorizations?

Right of land Y/N Comments
- Do rules for land access exist?
- Is land acquisition by private investors possible?
- Rules are at national level? (no if these are at local level)
- Is there a clear and publicly available procedure to get the authorisation/license?
- One stop shop with other authorizations?

Water rights Y/N Comments
- Do rules for water access exist?
- Rules are at national level? (no if these are at local level)
- Is there a clear and publicly available procedure to get the authorisation/license?
- One stop shop with other authorizations?

Environmental approval Y/N Comments
- Do rules for environmental approval exist?
- Rules are at national level? (no if these are at local level)
- Is there a clear and publicly available procedure to get the authorisation/license?
- One stop shop with other authorizations?
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Access to data
Access to data Y/N Comments

- Is socio-economic data publicly available?
- Are the balance sheets of public utilities publicly available?
- Is electricity generation and demand data publicly available?
- Is data regarding transmission grid operations and quality publicly available? 
(dispatching and quality of the service)?
- Is data regarding distribution grid operations and quality publicly available? (dis-
patching and quality of the service)?

Off-grid system integration
Grid arrival regulation Y/N Comments

- Does regulation for off-grid system integration exist?
- Does it allow the mini grid to operate as a small power distributor (SPD)?
- Does it allow the mini grid to operate as a small power producer (SPP)?
- Does it allow the mini grid developer to sell its eligible assets to the utility?
- Does it allow the mini grid to coexist with the main grid?
- Does it allow the mini grid to decommission and remove its assets?
- Do guarantees or compensation mechanisms for stranded assets exist?

Grid Code
System operation Y/N Comments

- Does grid code define system operation rules?
- Are they defined at national level? (no if defined at local level)
- Are they publicly available?
- Do they define services related to the dispatch of ancillary services?
- Does the grid code define system operation rules for distribution?
- Are they defined at national level? (no if defined at local level)
- Are they publicly available?
- Do they define metering services?

Grid connection (generators) Y/N Comments
- Do connection rules for generators exist?
- Are they defined at national level? (no if it is at local level)
- Is there a clear and defined procedure to get the authorisation?
- Are they publicly available?
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Grid connection (final customer / DSO) Y/N Comments
- Do connection rules for final customers/DSO exist?
- Are they defined at national level? (no if it is at local level)
- Are they publicly available?
- Are they defined at national level? (no if it is at local level)
- Are they publicly available?

Dispatch Y/N Comments
- Does dispatch run under an economic merit order?
- Do clear market settlement rules exist?
- Are market settlement rules publicly available to generators?
- Is market settlement information periodically published?
- Do RES projects receive priority in dispatch?
- Are conventional generators not exposed to imbalance risk?
- Are renewables not exposed to imbalance risk?

Curtailment Y/N Comments
- Do conventional projects receive a compensation for the curtailed energy?
- Do limitations on curtailment for conventional projects exist?
- Do RES projects receive a compensation for the curtailed energy?
- Do limitations on curtailment for RES exist?

Ancillary services Y/N Comments
- Does reactive power as ancillary service exist?
- Does black start capability as ancillary service exist?
- Do spinning reserves as ancillary service exist?
- Are rules and regulations regarding ancillary services in place?
- Are those publicly available?

Grid access
Grid connection and operation agreement (generators) Y/N Comments

- Do rules providing mandatory connection by the TSO exist (third party access 
ensured)?
- Do rules provide priority access to RES projects?
- Does a contractual framework for connection to, and use of the transmission 
network exist?
- Do rules defining allocation of connection costs exist?
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- Are they defined at national level? (no if it is at local level)
- Are they publicly available?

Grid connection and operation agreement (final customer /   DSO) Y/N Comments
- Do rules providing open access of customers/distributors to the grid exist?
- Does a contractual framework for connection to, and use of the transmission 
network exist?
- Do rules defining allocation of connection costs exist?
- Are they defined at national level? (no if it is at local level)
- Are they publicly available?

System quality and security standards
System quality and security standards criteria Y/N Comments

- Do system quality and security standards criteria for planning and operating the 
transmission network exist?
- Are they publicly available?

Off-grid service standard Y/N Comments
- Does regulation regarding the quality of service exist?
- Is it publicly available?
- Does it require only that developers report their service levels?
- Does it develop and enforce standards that are specific to a particular mini grid or 
portfolio of mini grids?
- Does it develop and enforce standards that are uniform for all mini grids?
- Does it require mini grids to adhere to the same standards as the main grid?

Quality of product standards Y/N Comments
- Do national or international standards regarding off-grid products exist?
- Are national certifications regarding off-grid products required?
- Are there clear and public procedures to get certificates?
- Are they publicly available?

Technical standards Y/N Comments
- Are only minimum safety standards in place?
- Are mini grid–specific standards in place?
- Are optional main grid–compatible standards in place?
- Are mandatory main grid–compatible standards in place?
- Are main grid standards in place?
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